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I. INTRODUCTION

In April 2006, a Judicial Panel on Multidistrict Litigation consolidated claims from three separate districts in a lawsuit against Sony BMG Music Entertainment for a piece of software that the corporation included on four million CDs sold in retail outlets. [1] The software, eXtended Copy Protection (XCP2), buried what is often called a “rootkit” in low level areas of the end user's personal computer, presumably without notice by the end users. [2] This software attempts to monitor and control the consumers' use of the CD, preventing them from illegally copying the CD and disseminating its contents on the internet. The result, as alleged in the lawsuits, was higher susceptibility to computer viruses and other damage. [3] Sony BMG eventually recalled millions of copies of fifty-two albums that contained XCP2 software from record store shelves amidst a storm of media activity around the issue. [4] Sony BMG's use of XCP2 software, made by British firm First 4 Internet, first came to public attention on October 31, 2005 when a blogger posted detailed information about the software on his website including a warning for people to avoid Sony BMG CDs for the time being. [5] On November 10, 2005, the first virus exploiting XCP2 software was announced. [6] On November 16, 2005, United States Computer Emergency Readiness Team [hereinafter US-CERT], a division of the Department of Homeland Security, issued an advisory on the XCP2 Digital Rights Management System, including a warning about putting affected discs in computers. [7]

On November 19, 2005, the Attorney General of the State of Texas filed a lawsuit against Sony BMG. [8] This action was followed promptly by class action lawsuits in California and New York. [9] Nine actions from New York, one from California, and one from New Mexico were involved in the consolidation action of April 2006. [10] Elsewhere, a complaint to the Federal Government was filed in Italy against Sony BMG. [11]

With this flurry of lawsuits, the term, “Digital Rights Management” was thrust into the court system. As the consolidated action settles and the term “Digital Rights Management” makes its way into common parlance as well as legal nomenclature, an opportunity arises to discuss the history of rights management systems in the audio industry that has led to the current situation.

This comment will analyze the complex history of rights management in the music industry over the past 100 years. This history includes a technical look at the difficulties in enforcing copy controls, various music release formats and the rights management systems on which those formats relied, and the struggle with adding ex post facto rights management systems to formats that are already pervasive. This comment then discusses the various reasons why rights management systems are not only desirable, but necessary in today's environment. With a thorough background of the issues relating to rights management, recommendations are provided as to how to remedy the various problems that plague the music industry and set a more appropriate path as technology continues...
to affect the rights of copyright holders.

II. HISTORY OF RIGHTS MANAGEMENT WITH VARIOUS DELIVERY FORMATS

1. The birth of audio recording

A history of copy rights in music requires a look at the first forms of music reproduction. The earliest form of musical reproduction was the traditional music box which traces back to the early nineteenth century. [12] Before the invention of the music box the public could only experience music through live performances. Music boxes gave the world the opportunity to hear music of their choosing at a time and place of their pleasure. Obviously, a music box does not replicate the actual timbre of the music as performed by a live performance artist; instead, it reproduces the melody and simple harmony of the composition through the timbre of struck metal tongues.

By the end of the nineteenth century the music box was basically replaced by the player piano – a device that allowed pianos to reproduce, note for note, previous piano performances. Eventually, more than 75,000 player pianos were sold, [13] and by 1902 over a million piano rolls had been sold. [14] Many such rolls were made by celebrity piano stars playing songs of famous composers on pianolas, which were prepared to record their every note. [15] The piano player rolls accurately captured the pitch and duration of the notes from the actual performance, while the playback device was responsible for the quality of the instrument and the intonation of the strings. Contemporaneous with the creation of the paper piano roll, its unauthorized duplication came into existence. A series of lawsuits by piano roll manufacturers against copiers of said rolls ensued and the holdings often favored the copiers. [16] The Supreme Court in *White-Smith Music Publ'g v. Apollo Co.* stated, “These perforated rolls are parts of a machine which, when duly applied and properly operated in connection with the mechanism to which they are adapted, produce musical tones in harmonious combination. But we cannot think that they are copies within the meaning of the copyright act.” [17] The furor over the player piano prefaced a forthcoming century of technological advances threatening the rights of copyright holders.

Actual replication of a live performance first occurred in 1861 and followed the development of the telephone. [18] Phillip Reis presented a lecture to the members of the ‘Physikalischer Verein,’ a physics organization, in Frankfurt, Germany entitled The Transmission of Tones via Galvanic Current over Wide Distances. [19] The first microphone was a thin diaphragm known as a contact microphone and the first “speaker cabinet” was the top of an old violin. [20] Reis demonstrated that melodies and spoken voice could be transmitted through electrical wires, which constituted the first time that a performance from one time or place was reproduced in another time or place &ndash; in this initial transmission, at roughly the same time and 200 meters apart. [21]

Sixteen years later, in 1877, Thomas Alva Edison added the remaining dimension of time when he created the wax cylinder recorder. [22] This crude device utilized a large horn into which the performance artist spoke (yelled), causing vibrations in a diaphragm at the narrow end of the horn. [23] Attached to the diaphragm, a needle dug into a piece of soft wax, impressing the vibrations of the diaphragm into the wax, recording the sound waves that hit the diaphragm. [24] This device was the earliest form of an audio recorder.

The wax cylinder would also represent the seed of piracy and sales of duplicated records. By 1900 an industry had already surfaced with the goal of selling copies of records. The layout and functioning of the duplication machines, as explained in the 1901 case, *Stern v. Rosey*, were identical in concept and layout to modern day cassette duplicators and CD duplicators:

Obtaining in this way a satisfactory record, which is called a “master record,” the defendant would place it in a machine called a “double phonograph,” and immediately below it another smooth or blank wax cylinder. The machine would revolve both, and by means of a double sapphire recording point the engravings upon the master record would be reproduced upon the blank cylinder. In this way defendant has produced as many as five thousand copies of the “master record” of complainants' music and songs, which are intended for use in phonographs. He has sold many of these and realized large profits from said sales. Complainants pray for an account of these profits, and for an injunction restraining him from further manufacture and sales, etc. [25]
The court in Stern, handling the case as a matter of first impression, found itself trying to analogize previous technologies (the player piano) to this new invention. [26] Ultimately, the court found that no copyright violation had occurred. [27]

In response to both Stern and similar rulings in player piano industry cases, [28] copyright holders pressured Congress to provide greater protection for music performances. In joint hearings before the Committees on Patents in both Houses on June 6-9, 1906, famed popular composers of the era, John Philip Sousa and Victor Herbert, complained that “manufacturers of music rolls and talking-machine records were reproducing part of their brain and genius without paying a cent for such use of their compositions.” [29] Congress responded with the Copyright Law of 1909, designed to protect copyright holders' rights by providing them the exclusive right to “print, reprint, publish, copy, and vend” their works. [30]

2. The birth of radio and music broadcast

While Congress responded to the technological advances of the player piano and early record players, further progress in technology presented new concerns for music composers. In 1893 Nicolas Tesla invented the progenitor of the radio, starting the development of what would become the nation's new mass-media industry. [31] By the 1920s, the growth of the radio medium was frenetic. In 1922, 60,000 radios were purchased and by 1923 the number reached 400,000. [32] It is estimated that 6,000,000 radios were tuned in to hear Charles Lindbergh's return to America in 1927. [33] Along with the number of radios, the number of radio stations grew exponentially. [34] The low price of radio transmission equipment presented new challenges to copyright holders' rights. For example, a small radio station could rebroadcast a radio feed from another station, thereby adding its own advertisements and generating its own revenue, without “performing” the music on site through live performers or a phonograph and without specifically “copying” the performance. [35]

In 1931, the Supreme Court heard Buck v. Jewell-La Salle Realty Co., one of the earliest cases to address the changing technology and its effect on copyright holders. The Jewell-La Salle Realty Co. owned and operated the La Salle Hotel in Kansas City, Missouri. [36] The hotel owned one radio set and wired outputs from the radio to all of the rooms in the hotel, supplying loudspeakers or headphones for the guests. [37] Among the material broadcasted throughout the hotel were songs that were copyrighted and licensed to a local radio station for transmission. [38] The Supreme Court found that retransmission of radio broadcasts to patrons constituted a “performance” under the Copyright Act of 1909. [39] The court ordered an injunction that prevented the hotel from distributing the radio feeds to individual rooms in the hotel. This conclusion was reached by analogizing the electro-magnetic transmission of a radio broadcast through speaker cables to the mechanical process of playing a phonograph: “Reproduction in both cases amounts to a performance.” [40]

3. Home recording becomes possible &mdash; the birth of the cassette tape

The coupling of recording systems with radio created further concerns for the recording industry. Before this coupling, the legal rights of the artist with respect to unlicensed duplication of their work were legally irrelevant. By the 1910s, sales of the wax cylinder diminished as the flat disc phonograph flourished. [41] Phonograph duplication required expensive cutting lathes, [42] preventing consumers from doing the type of duplication referenced in Stern (where wax cylinders were duplicated and sold, prior to the prohibition of copying provided in the 1909 Copyright Act). Due to the cost, it was impractical for an end user to make a copy of purchased music. The “right” of the copyright holder to receive compensation for the distribution of their music was not only legally provided, [43] but it was inherent in the practical limitations of technology of the era. In time, however, technology improved the manufacturing of adequate fidelity reproductions with only a limited investment.

In 1963, the cassette tape was developed, [44] providing the consumer with a portable magnetic tape format based on magnetic tape recording systems that had developed over recent decades. [45] The low cost of cassette tapes and the availability of cassette recorders allowed end users to make recordings from radio, phonograph, or other cassette tapes, and with reasonable audio fidelity. [46] Underground piracy of cassette tapes and the ease of doing so again threatened copyright holders. [47] Congress responded with the Copyright Act of 1971. [48] specifically designed to curb piracy of sound recordings. [49] Even without this act, the characteristics of the
cassette tape would still leave the copyright holder with inherent, technologically supported rights, irrespective of
the law. While reasonable replications could be made and cassette duplication machines became common household
appliances, any duplication suffered an inherent degradation known as generation loss. The legal right exclusively
reserved to the copyright holder to copy their material and to prevent copying by others was supported by a
significant technological limitation, the inability to create a perfect duplicate copy.

The analog media used in cassette tapes has inherent limitations. [50] Not only can it not reproduce the entire
audio range of human capabilities, but because of the multiple electrical and mechanical transducers through which
the signal must pass en route from one piece of tape to another and because of inherent physical imperfections in
these transducers, the signal passing from one medium to another suffers measurable change. [51] This change
includes what is called “distortion” which may arise in many forms. [52] Distortion is separate from other types of
signal degradation such as the attenuation of high frequency content, which often also accompanied cassette tape
duplication. [53] Oftentimes, distortion manifests as a perceived increase in the level of noise on the tape. [54] In
other situations the distortion manifests as “bleed” or crosstalk between tracks so that music from the B side of the
cassette tape plays in reverse when the A side plays. [55] Distortion is also displayed in the form of “chirps,”
“birdies,” or low level “hum,” all of which are tolerable depending on the listener and the amount of the distortion.

The level of distortion and other forms of signal degradation are inversely related to the quality, and thus the
cost, of the duplication device. [56] It is impossible, however, to escape this signal degradation. [57] Further, the
distortion becomes exponentially worse through multiple, serial copies. [58]

Due to this unavoidable signal degradation, the artist maintains some inherent protection through technological
limitations. While an end user could copy and distribute material to his friends without compensating the copyright
holder for the additional copies, each generation of copying and distribution suffered a loss in quality. If a
prospective end user wanted the highest quality recording she had no choice but to purchase an original copy of the
work from the copyright holder's legitimate distributors, which is duplicated for mass reproduction directly from the
master tape, disc, reel or cylinder.

4. The advent of digital audio.

A. The development of the compact disc

In 1927, Harry Nyquist, a Bell Labs researcher, proposed a means by which numerical codes could represent
signals such as audio waveforms. [59] By sampling the amplitude of the waveform at consistent intervals and
storing them as numerical values, one could accurately recreate the waveform by decoding those digital values. [60]
In order to be used for audio purposes, the waveform would have to be sampled several thousands of times per
second to represent the frequency range that the ear can hear. [61] In the 1970s, technology finally advanced to
allow this high-speed recording and saving of the numerical codes. [62] Sony and Philips collaborated on the first
digital format and device adequate for mass consumption. [63] In 1982 they released the compact disc, a device that
would change the audio industry.

The compact disc was carefully designed to provide a balance of features. It was physically small (12cm diameter [64]), yet it contained enough data storage capacity to play seventy-four minutes of music, recorded in stereo and at very high fidelity. [65] The format of the audio on the compact disc was designed to provide transparent audio reproduction for the entire range of the human ear. With a sample rate of 44,100 S/s (samples per second), a compact disc can theoretically reproduce sound across a frequency range of well below the 20Hz lower threshold of hearing to higher than the 20kHz upper limit of human hearing. [66] Further, with a “bit depth” (representing the number of values between the top of the scale and the bottom of the scale for every sample taken) of sixteen bits, the compact disc could encode one of 65,536 different amplitudes for every sample. In other words, the “bit depth” on the compact disc would provide 96 decibels of dynamic range, [67] which is arguably beyond the capabilities of the human ear at any given time. [68] It is also beyond the range of most everyday listening conditions. [69]

The 44.1kS/s-sixteen bit capability of the compact disc also provided completely accurate phase response. [70]
The result was a system that has specifications wider than the response of the human ear across the entire range of hearing. The format itself could be said to be audibly "perfect." [71] In comparison to the wax cylinder of Edison's era, the compact disc arguably provides nearly a million times the audio information, accounting for the increase in recording time, frequency response, and dynamic range. [72] Beyond the audible characteristics of the format, the compact disc was much more durable than previously released media for mass consumption. The disc was far more resistant to scratching and would not easily suffer detrimental change over time. [73] The compact disc entered the audio distribution market in 1982. [74]

For the first time, consumers purchasing a compact disc gained access to an audio playback device that was capable of meeting their audio needs and desires. Furthermore, by representing music numerically, the industry provided the consumer with a version of music such that copying would provide a 100% accurate replica of the original, resulting in zero generation loss. The saving grace for copyright holders was the sheer expense of purchasing the equipment necessary to manufacture a compact disc. [75] Holding as much as 680 million bytes, [76] the compact disc greatly exceeded the reach of computer memory in 1981. A compact disc contained approximately 2000 times the data that could be stored on the popular storage device of the era, the 5 1/4" floppy disk. Further, compact disc manufacturing required prohibitively expensive equipment that could create the micrometer-wide "pits" and "lands" on the compact disc media. [77] The Standard Stamper-Injection Molding method of making CDs (prevalent in the industry during the 1980s) requires a laser lathe that costs $1 million and involves a Class 100 clean room. [78] Only recently has it become possible to "burn" CDs at the consumer level. [79]

B. Digital Tape emerges and then promptly disappears, leaving behind the AHRA

In 1986, the audio industry released the first digital audio tape (DAT) machine, which provided the end user with a recordable digital audio storage system. [80] An end user would henceforth be able to make digital copies of music from a CD player or from another DAT tape machine connected with a digital cable streaming. [81] The DAT format introduced in 1986 provided "CD quality" sound using the same sampling parameters: 44.1kS/s - sixteen bit. [82] DAT machines equipped consumers with the first real opportunity to make digital copies without generation loss, [83] thereby upsetting the fragile balance of the copyright system. [84] Music industry insiders anticipated that DAT would replace the cassette tape as the dominant form of music delivery because of its size, quality, and the fact that it allowed consumers the ability to record and duplicate music. [85] Fearing a consequential effect on sales of legitimate albums and CDs as illegitimate "perfect" copies circulated, the music industry embarked on a two-prong approach to protect their copyright interests. [86] First, the industry threatened lawsuits against any company that marketed DAT recorders in the United States. [87] Second, the industry pushed Congress for assistance with copy protection. [88]

The result was the Audio Home Recording Act of 1992 (AHRA), [89] which took two steps toward protecting the rights of the copyright holders. [90] First, the Act required any digital audio recorder sold in the United States to include the newly developed Serial Copy Management System (SCMS) that was written into the DAT format. [91] SCMS ("scums" as it was disdainfully dubbed in the consumer industry) allowed the creator of a tape to control the future copying of the tape. Two bits, buried in the subcode of the tape, could be set at the time of recording to prevent anyone from copying the tape, restrict copying to only one generation, or permit copying at will. [92] Compliant machines would then allow the tape to be copied per the copyright holder's advance decision. If the copyright holder selected the one generation option, then any DAT recorder would set the subcode on all subsequent copies to prohibit copying altogether. [93] Attempts to duplicate a tape set to the option of no copying would yield an error. [94] As an additional benefit to copyright holders, the Act instituted a "tax" on all DAT machines sold in the United States in the amount of 2% of the trade cost of the machine with revenues dispersed to the record companies. [95]

While the DAT machine was released in 1986, only four years after the introduction of the compact disc, the threat of litigation prevented the machines from entering the market for nearly seven years. [96] By then the compact disc format was over a decade old and was well ensconced in American consumer culture. CD sales had surpassed sales of phonographs by 1988, [97] and many consumers started repurchasing their audio libraries in the CD format. [98] The DAT format never took off and was relegated to use in professional video and audio production environments. [99]
SCMS could be considered the first digital rights management (DRM) control used in the music industry. Prior to SCMS, rights management was accomplished constructively through the significant expense of duplication, generation loss, [100] and the threat of legal enforcement of existing copyright laws.

The AHRA affected any digital home recording device, covering a swath wider than the DAT recorder. For example, the MiniDisc recorder released in 1992, which did not catch on in the United States, was also required to have SCMS built into it. [101] Furthermore, when technological advances finally made it possible for consumers to “burn” contact discs, SCMS was required on all CD recorders and duplicators sold for home consumption. [102]

C. The computer, the CD, and the AHRA

By the turn of the millennium, the biggest threat for the music industry was not the DAT machine, the MiniDisc, or the CD player, most likely because SCMS limited consumers' uses of them. Instead, the concern was the consumers' ability to “rip” a compact disc's digital material directly onto their computer hard drives. [103] Once on a computer, a consumer's use of the disc's digital material was far less limited. The consumer could burn other CDs, listen to music catalogues directly from her computer's hard drive, use her wireless network to transmit her music directly to her stereo system, transmit music through the internet to her office, and send copies of her favorite songs to friends. [104] She could also use computer tools to compress the amount of data required for each song.

Compression technology results in a significant reduction of sound quality. [105] The decreased dynamic range, reduced frequency spectrum, and added distortion that result from such compression, however, are often undetectable when the consumer plays the music on traditional audio playback devices such as headphones, computer speakers, or other inexpensive hardware. [106] While with measurement equipment or even high quality home theater equipment an end user can often detect the difference between the original digital file and a compressed version of it, most consumers do not listen using this type of hardware and therefore find the differences to be inaudible. [107] Such compression formats include MPEG 1 Audio Layer 3 (MP3) and AAC, which is used by Apple Computer for iTunes, iPods, and the iTunes Store. Each of these provides around a 10:1 compression format, reducing the data size of an individual three-minute song from approximately thirty MB to three MB. [108] The original benefit of MP3 in the audio industry was to circumvent the rather small storage size of computer hard drives in the mid 1990s, when hard drives were typically around half a gigabyte. [109] At that time, the data stored on a compact disc was essentially the same size as a computer's hard drive. [110] Now, in the mid-2000s, when hard drives are typically hundreds of gigabytes and able to store hundreds of compact discs' worth of material, the benefit of continued use of compression formats is to circumvent the transmission bandwidth on the internet. [111]

Unfortunately for the audio recording industry, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals essentially exempted computers and computer hard drives from the AHRA. [112] In Recording Indus. Ass'n of Am. v. Diamond Multimedia Sys., the court stated that a computer hard drive does not qualify as a “digital audio recording device” because audio recording is not the “primary purpose” of the hard drive. [113] Under this ruling, computer hard drives need not support SCMS. This effectively makes computers immune from the AHRA and provides users an easy means with which to make digital copies of their compact discs or the information on the discs. Because hard drives are immune from the AHRA, any digital media that does not involve some form of proprietary encryption is susceptible to importation into a computer and then copying ad infinitum.

Further, devices such as MP3 players, which are based on hard drives like those used in computers, are also not subject to the AHRA, and therefore do not require incorporation of the SCMS protocol. [114] Since users can circumvent SCMS through the use of computers and have all of the flexibility to copy the music they desire and due to the wide proliferation of computers in the United States, the AHRA is essentially old law that is inapplicable to the current environment.

A combination of the holding of Diamond and the inherent nature of the compact disc protocol would prove to be disastrous for the recording industry. Because the compact disc was designed when data rates and data storage were economically valuable resources, the compact disc audio data storage protocol, known as the “red book,” has very little excess bandwidth to add new data. [115] The storage of data on the compact disc uses a fixed format of header bits and stereo-interleaved data bits, which are scrambled merely for the sake of data integrity in case of
scratches, modulated to preserve data integrity, and placed on the disc with a table of contents. [116] Six stereo digital words are assembled into a “frame” along with some synchronization bits (to identify the start of the frame) and eight accompanying “header” bits. [117] It is in this header area that the SCMS bits were utilized on DAT recordings. [118] By the time the data is prepared for the CD, only approximately one spare bit per digital sample remains unused on a red-book-compliant CD for purposes such as copy protection. [119]

The relatively small amount of spare, unused data on a CD, and the inapplicability of SCMS to computers leave the CD free to copy unless manufacturers resort to drastic measures. Several methods have been used by CD manufacturers to apply some sort of digital rights management with the scarce space available on the CD.

At least one record label started using “Copy Control” discs. [120] These discs use non-conforming table of contents and error correction data that exploit the differences between drives that are only required to read red book compatible digital audio data and those that are also required to read computer data, which uses the “yellow book” format. [121] When these discs do not conform to the red book standard they are disallowed from using the CD logo. [122] While Copy Control discs play without flaw in most consumer-grade, stand-alone CD and DVD players and while they are easily accessible in many computers, some computers have difficulty with the discs. [123] In France, a woman successfully sued the record company EMI for selling her a Copy Control disc because the disc would not play in her CD player and was thus found to be defective. [124] EMI was required to add a warning that the CD could not be played on all CD players. [125] Furthermore, Sony/BMG has used a technique called Key2Audio that also affects disc table of contents information which confuses the display abilities of some players. CDs with Key2Audio will be recognized on some CD players and inaccessible on other players. [126]

Another means employed by copyright holders is “digital watermarking.” This technique involves adding theoretically inaudible, sonic information to the CD over the top of the music files. [127] The specific “sonic fingerprint” of the added audio signal can be identified, analyzed, and used for copy protection in various ways. One way digital watermarking can be used is simply to track copies to determine their source. [128] This method does not reduce copying directly as much as it indicates to a copyright holder who later finds an illegal copy on the market from whence the copy came. In this vein, watermarking is not a digital rights management tool as much as a research tool for investigating the flow of CD copies in the marketplace. [129] Watermarking is ineffective by itself in that a CD with a watermark can still be copied into a computer unless computer manufacturers voluntarily block the importation of data from CDs with particular watermarks. Computer manufacturers would likely be disinclined to add watermarking prevention to their hardware without economic incentive or legal requirements to do so. [130] Watermarking has been criticized for the audible effect it can have on music. [131] Many watermarking schemes have been audibly detected by scrutinizing listeners. [132] Watermarking does not inherently violate the red book protocol and, by itself, does not limit the abilities of the end user with respect to CDs. Watermarking does limit the abilities of the end user if it is incorporated into digital download files that use the “key” in the watermark to authorize the music for a given computer and exert digital rights management control. [133]

The methodology referenced in the Sony lawsuit from the introduction to this comment is perhaps the most controversial method employed by copyright holders to date. This type of digital rights management &ndash; the installation of files onto a computer that control use of the file [134] & ndash; has been used both by Sony BMG (by means of the XCP2 software) and by BMG (by means of MediaMax software). [135] The objections to Sony's scheme stem from both the software installed on unwitting computer users' hardware and the conditions of the shrink-wrap licensing agreement included with the CDs. [136] The results from Sony BMG's digital rights management were disastrous. [137]

D. The recording industry pushes to replace the CD

The compact disc passed its twentieth anniversary in 2002. Moore's Law indicates that technology doubles in speed, internet capabilities, and memory every twenty-four months. [138] Thus, logic would dictate that soon enough the compact disc would be replaced by something more capable and useful as technology progresses. The recording industry has pursued the successor to the compact disc since soon after its release. [139] It has long been suspected that some format of tangible media would eventually replace the compact disc as a way of supplying music to the consumers. [140] Some pursuits for a successor to the CD stemmed from desire to improve sound quality. [141] While the compact disc format of 44.1KHz being sixteen bits was sufficient to represent the entire range of
human hearing in frequency, dynamic range, and phase, compact disc players were unable to provide this level of performance. [142]

The traditional means of decoding the binary numbers on the compact disc involved a digital-audio converter (DAC) that used a system called an R-2R resistor ladder. [143] Early R-2R converter designs were, by themselves, able to provide a frequency range superior to that of cassette tapes and phonographs. [144] Digital converters, however, require filters to prevent a type of distortion called “aliasing.” [145] These filters cut off some of the available range of the compact disc; in early generations by as much as an octave. [146] The industry soon thereafter developed “oversampling” converters that temporarily increased the sample rate and used digital filters to prevent aliasing rather than filters made from analog components. [147] Digital anti-aliasing filters have several advantages over their analog counterparts, including the ability to maintain the upper octave of human hearing. [148] Early digital anti-aliasing filters still suffered sonically due to the sheer expense of the microchips required to perform the tasks. Digital converters that are arguably audibly transparent only emerged in the market in the mid-1990s. [149] The easiest and most available substitute in the mid 1980s was to increase the sample rate above 44.1kS/s; perhaps to 88.2kS/s or 96kS/s (to conform to the 48kS/s sample rate used in film). The audio engineering industry started to experiment with 96kS/s equipment in the mid-1980s, and use of 96kS/s compatible equipment became prevalent in the audio recording market by the early 2000s. [150]

R-2R ladder converters also proved insufficient to represent the dynamic range of the human ear, often providing only around 75dB of dynamic range which is approximately 20dB less than the inherent capabilities of the compact disc format. [151] While substantially better than the roughly 70dB available through the phonograph, [152] and the roughly 55dB [153] audibly discernible through cassette tapes, the compact disc's converters fell short of the eventual goal of providing a technology that could reproduce audio transparently for the human ear. The industry made great strides in improving the dynamic range capabilities of digital audio converters by using one-bit delta-sigma modulator converters. [154] These converters emerged in the audio industry in the mid-1980s. [155] Twenty-four bit recording devices using delta sigma modulator converters strongly emerged in the audio recording industry in the late 1990s. [156] These devices provided the audio recording engineer with in excess of 110dB of usable dynamic range on the recording side. [157] This dynamic range represents well more than the range which the human ear is capable of recognizing. [158]

Through the use of twenty-four bit and 96kS/s equipment on the recording side, the recording engineer could overcome the hurdles of sixteen bit and 44.1kS/s equipment. It seemed inevitable that a new audio release format would emerge to provide this level of data to the consumer and thus overcome the shortcomings of the equipment used to play the compact disc. [159] By the mid-1990s there were requests in the audio recording industry for a twenty-four bit - 96kS/s recording and playback system, designed so that the converters used to convert the digital data back to analog could provide the complete capabilities of which the sixteen bit 44.1kS/s format were theoretically capable. [160] Any increase in sample rate or bit depth would require more data storage ability in order to hold an entire album's (seventy-four minutes) worth of songs. [161] The digital versatile disc (hereinafter “DVD”) was released in 1996 and provided more than twenty-five times the capacity of the compact disc using a device of the same physical size but with multiple layers and data more densely packed on the disc. [162] Two factions emerged in the audio recording industry to provide a new audio delivery format that would take advantage of the increased storage ability of the DVD.

The DVD Forum's Working Group 4 (WG-4) combined efforts of an amalgam of record labels and hardware manufacturers and attempted to provide a format that would meet multiple needs of consumers. [163] The resulting format, dubbed “DVD-Audio,” was introduced to the market in 2000. [164] DVD-Audio provided the author with multiple options for how to utilize the media's capabilities. [165] An author could put music on the disc in a variety of bit depths from sixteen to twenty-four and a variety of sample rates from 44.1kS/s to 192kS/s. [166] The DVD-Audio format also supported surround capabilities with six channels standard. [167] The format also supported video clips, menus, more recording time for a compact disc. Each of these options is flexibly determined by the author. [168] Of great benefit to the recording industry is the prospect of the financial boon that lies ahead when consumers repurchase their audio libraries in the new, “superior” format. The recording industry benefited from this boon when the compact disc replaced the phonograph and many users repurchased their favorite albums on the new format. [169] The DVD-Audio's other great benefit for the recording industry was the addition of digital rights management encryption to the disc. [170]
DVD-Audio utilized a multi-prong approach to rights management. [171] At first, early DVD-Audio players did not contain any form of digital output. [172] This prevented a consumer from connecting the digital output from their DVD-A player to some form of digital recorder. Furthermore, this player precluded the consumer from copying the information directly. The player only contained analog outputs that were to be hooked directly to the consumer's playback system—any recording of which would endure generation loss. [173]

The disc also contains software licensed by 4C Entity that prevents copying the disc when using a computer. [174] DVD-A discs (like other formats of DVD discs) can utilize digital watermarking to trace and help investigate digital piracy. [175] Later, DVD-Audio players did have digital outputs but the digital signals were encrypted before exiting the player and decoded by a legitimate, licensed receiving device using watermark technology. [176] DVD-Audio copying is regulated by systems similar to those of SCMS in that the disc incorporated a code buried in subcode that indicated any preset restrictions on copying. [177]

The Super Audio Compact Disc [hereinafter “SACD”] project stemmed from a joint effort from Sony and Philips. [178] SACD was an outgrowth of Sony's work on delta sigma modulator converter technology in the 1990s and uses the data format internal to analog-digital conversion chips. This format sampled at one bit but at 2.8224 GS/s (128 times the 44.1kS/s sample rate of CDs) and with noise-shaping was dubbed “Direct Stream Digital” [hereinafter “DSD”] which became the basis for the SACD format. [179]

The SACD format is also author-flexible like the DVD-A format where authors may release SACDs in stereo or surround and may also add a traditional CD track to the disc. [180] The benefit to the consumers was supposedly an increased sound quality and the opportunity to play their music in a surround-sound environment. The benefit to copyright holders was again the rash of consumer purchases of music already owned in the older format that will hopefully be repurchased in the new format and the addition of digital rights management. [181] The SACD format has very robust copy protection technology built into it, including watermarks that are only recognizable by licensed SACD players and pit modulation called Pit Signal Processing (PSP). [182] The discs cannot be played in computers and Sony has strict licensing protocols for SACD replication facilities so that discs cannot be created except by their facilities. [183] Until recently, SACD players did not include a digital output which forced consumers to connect their SACD players directly to their analog amplifiers for playback. [184] Recently, digital outputs have been added but the data is encrypted and only usable by a licensed decoding device such as an approved, Sony-licensed audio processor. [185]

The SACD and DVD-Audio have been in a format war since they were mutually released at the turn of the millennium. [186] Each format touts superior audio to the 44.1kS/s—sixteen bit CD standard released in 1982. Each format sports additional features that are friendly to the user including longer playback time, surround capabilities, and the option for video features. The reasons for the stalled adoption of either format by the consumer market are multifold. First, format wars tend to scare consumers away until a victor emerges. [187]

Second, the sound quality marketing was unsuccessful. While Sony, Philips, and the consortium of DVD-A supporters were creating formats that supported higher bit depths and sample rates to overcome the problems with compact disc playback devices, the digital-audio converter manufacturers were fixing the problems with previous generations of players. Since 2000, compact disc players have provided 96dB of dynamic range, reproducing the entire frequency spectrum of audible hearing. [188] In other words, the compact disc players can now do what the compact disc format was inherently capable of doing when it was created in 1982—and provide audibly transparent recordings to the human ear. Discerning listeners who are willing to pay the price for new hardware may simply upgrade their CD players to get the same audible results as adopting a new format entirely.

The DVD-A format has also suffered from what industry analysts call the “too many chefs in the kitchen” syndrome, wherein the release of the format was protracted because of negotiations amongst the various parties and interests involved, and the resulting release was overly complex. [189] Sony's DSD format probably suffered from the numerous industry trade group discussions and presentations about its shortcomings. The format's one-bit methodology results in inherently low-level distortion that has been the subject of a tome's worth of whitepapers by researchers. [190]
While both DVD-A and SACD manufacturers and record labels designed a marketing blitz about the sound quality benefits of these two formats, the press appears to have fallen on deaf ears — literally. Apparently users cannot hear the difference. This is not surprising for multiple reasons such as the sound quality of the compact disc and compact disc players (even lackluster ones) which often exceeds human hearing abilities for the environments in which people play their music. [191] For discerning listeners with money to spend on improving their sound quality, modern CD players often meet their needs. [192] Finally, any audible differences purported by the manufacturers to be inherent in their respective formats have been unsubstantiated by scientific research.

When consumers weigh this sound quality issue with the expense of upgrading their hardware, the difficulty of upgrading their hardware (i.e. replacing a car stereo system), the inherent limitations of the new formats due to their digital rights management, and inability to copy the music to play in more convenient environments such as on portable players explain why the two competing formats have failed to attract consumers. [193]

E. A successful new format emerges

While the DVD-A consortium and the Sony-Philips SACD team worked to create a format to replace the compact disc, the actual replacement appears to have originated from what was at the time the most unlikely of places. On April 28, 2003, Apple Computer unveiled the iTunes Music Store, [194] an online music store that initially provided 200,000 songs and albums available for download purchase [195] for less than their comparable price on compact discs. [196] By 2004, Apple Computer offered 1,000,000 songs available for download as sales continued to accelerate. [197]

The success of the iTunes music store can be attributed to the support from the copyright holders, the flexibility for users, and the minimal cost. The cost of initial investment is nominal for computer users. The program itself is free, the songs are cheap, and users typically listen to music on their normal computer speakers. For the price of an iPod, which started at $299, users could play the music on a small, portable device that could archive hundreds of songs' worth of music for playback in a car or with headphones. [198] With Apple's Airport Express at $129, users could wirelessly transmit their music around their house to the family stereo system. [199] iTunes is not limited to items purchased through the Apple Music Store — users can import all of their own CDs into their computers and catalogue all of their previous purchases together with music they purchase at the iTunes Music Store.

The advantage of iTunes to copyright holders is Apple's digital rights management system, FairPlay. All songs purchased are encrypted and contain keys that restrict their playback to a fixed number of computers and further restrict their playback to Apple hardware. [200] Users of portable music players other than Apple's cannot play music purchased from the iTunes Music Store. [201]

Perhaps the greatest lessons learned from the Apple iTunes story are as follows: 1) the sound quality of the compact disc or lesser formats such as the data compressed formats used in MP3 players in the typical listening environment is of less significance to the end user than the convenience of listening to music at their discretion; 2) despite the "free" (illegal) copies of music are available for download on the internet, a substantial number of users are willing to pay a reasonable fee to obtain music when it is coupled with their desired flexibility and a large selection of available music choices; and 3) a substantial number of users are willing to endure a certain level of digital rights management when coupled with the ability to have the music on their own computers and portable listening devices. It is with these realities in mind that one cannot be surprised that the DVD-A and SACD formats have failed to garner consumer demand.

Whereas other formats that contained digital rights management systems were unsuccessful (DAT, MiniDisc, SACD, and DVD-A), Apple succeeded because the music that contained digital rights management information was sold or resold to the consumers with added features that the consumer wanted: ease of purchase and the fact that the music was pre-prepared for their computer-based listening systems. Nevertheless, releasing all music through internet stores that add digital rights management systems does not provide an end-all solution.

F. Congress provides protection for post-CD music delivery formats
In 1996, the World Intellectual Property Organization [hereinafter “WIPO”] passed the WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty (WPPT) [202] and the WIPO Copyright Treaty [203] (WCT). The United States Congress ratified these treaties and executed them through the Digital Millennium Copyright Act [hereinafter “DMCA”], passed in 1998. [204] The DMCA was designed to update United States copyright law to conform to the advances of technology. [205] In addition to addressing internet service providers and internet copyright infringement, [206] the DMCA also provides significant protection for “technological protection” measures used to protect copyrighted information. [207]

The technological protection provisions of the DMCA protect both “access controls” [208] and “copy controls.” [209] Access controls include any form of digital rights management that controls when and how users might exert the rights to enjoy or use copyrighted works they have acquired, such as encryption, certain types of watermarking (such as for verification to decrypt encrypted files), or the type of pit modulation used by Sony on the SACD. Copy controls measures are a form of digital rights management that prevent copying of material, such as XCP software, MediaMax software, and the SCMS system advanced by the AHRA.

The DMCA provides protection to access controls by making it a violation of the act to “circumvent a technological measure that effectively controls access to a work protected under this title.” [210] The DMCA protects both access controls and copy controls by providing criminal sanctions for those who “manufacture, import, offer to the public, provide, or otherwise traffic in any technology, product, service, device, component, or part thereof” that is designed specifically to defeat any technological measure that “effectively controls access to a work protected under this title” [211] and also any technological measure that “effectively protects a right of a copyright owner under this title.” [212]

The DMCA provisions do not prohibit a device that would defeat SCMS. SCMS is not an access control technology, as its use in DAT players and as prescribed in the AHRA do not in any way limit the user's access to music on the DAT tape or CD drive. [213] SCMS is purely a copy control technology and as such only falls under the provision of the DMCA that prevents the manufacture, import, providing, or trafficking in technology that defeats the SCMS system. While the DMCA does not provide a definition of “technological measure,” it does explain that such a measure “effectively protects a right of a copyright owner” if “in the ordinary course of its [the technological measure’s] operation, prevents, restricts, or otherwise limits the exercise” of copying music. [214] Because SCMS as implemented uses technology to restrict the copying of music, the manufacturing or otherwise trafficking in a device, technology, software, or a process to defeat SCMS would be a violation of the DMCA.

While the DMCA provisions provide only limited protection for SCMS technology, they provide more robust protection for software and other control means used on both SACD and DVD-Audio discs. Both of those types of media provide both copy control technology and access control technology, and the technologies are intermingled. [215] Whereas SCMS prevents the copy of a digital file, the DVD-Audio specification allows a playback device to send digital information such that a copy can be made, but the copy itself will be inaccessible due to the data's encryption. [216] The promulgators of these formats clearly created formats that were both difficult to defeat and legally protected from circumvention.

The iTunes Music Store digital rights management software, Fairplay, is also protected by the DMCA. It also bridges the gap between access control and copy control. While Fairplay software does not prevent a consumer from making a copy of a file downloaded off of the iTunes Music Store and putting it in an unauthorized device, it prevents access to the copied file. [217] As such, files downloaded from Apple Computer appear to have the full protection of the DMCA's access and copy control measures.

Each of the three intended replacements for the compact disc has a type of digital rights management system that is protected by the DMCA. In the SACD format, there has been no public disclosure of any successful circumvention of the digital rights management measures. In June 2005, a hacker managed to circumvent many of the tools used in the DVD-Audio format and had posted his circumvention tools to a website. [218] Shortly thereafter, under provisions of the DMCA, the tools were removed from the website. [219] Apple's iTunes system has also been hacked, [220] but as proffered on the DRM Watch website, the mere existence of a hack “does not
necessarily mean that all files packaged in that DRM are suddenly out in the open.” [221] Any such hack does not appear to be significantly affecting the market for iTunes products as the sales rate at the iTunes Music Store continues to accelerate. [222]

The compact disc, however, has no digital rights management protection under the DMCA. The compact disc audio format as codified by Sony and Philips (the red book) and asserted by Philips in court does not tolerate and is not compatible with any digital rights management software. [223] Digital rights management software is anathema to the compact disc digital audio format. Any digital rights management provision included on the disc renders the disc no longer a “compact disc” but rather a disc closely resembling a compact disc that cannot be played by all red book compatible compact disc players; ergo, not red book compliant. It is with this history and framework in mind that it becomes clear why copyright holders in the forms of record labels and manufacturers of otherwise-CDs (five-inch radial discs that are similar to CDs but fail to conform to the specifications of CDs) are embarking on drastic measures to protect information on the discs. While the actions of Sony BMG should not be condoned since digital rights management software should not damage equipment of abiding consumers, a solution is required in order to preserve the rights of copyright holders at a time when technology has advanced to the point that those rights have been effectively eliminated by advances in technology.

III. ADDITIONAL DIGITAL RIGHTS MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS ARE NECESSARY DESPITE THE SUCCESS OF DRM-LADEN ONLINE DOWNLOAD DISTRIBUTION

1. The music industry within the United States requires Digital Rights Management to control piracy within the United States

The compact disc is still the dominant delivery medium for music. [224] At the end of 2005, US compact discs were selling at 705.7 million per annum. [225] Annual sales of online music, such as iTunes, reached 50.29 million albums at the end of 2005. [226] While CD sales are dropping and online sales are increasing, the two are not necessarily inversely correlated. CD sales have been dropping annually since 2000. However, the 8.0% decrease in sales between 2004 and 2005 was not as severe as the 8.9% decrease in sales between 2001 and 2002, prior to the advent of online download retailers. The compact disc still accounts for roughly 72% of all album sales, whereas online downloads account for only 5%. [227] It should be noted that combined sales of DVD-A and SACD releases in 2005 fell 9% to 1 million albums, accounting for a mere .1% of all album sales. [228] Following current trends of both CD and online download sales, online sales will not surpass the CD for several years at minimum.

Since the compact disc is still the dominant music delivery medium, it still does not contain DRM, and the currently developed DRM schemes either damage consumers’ equipment [229] or are unable to work in all consumers' CD players, [230] the music industry requires a legal, harmless form of DRM for the CD format in the United States.

2. The music industry within the United States requires Digital Rights Management to control piracy outside the United States

Internationally, online download sales are likely to stagger behind tangible-medium (CD and cassette) sales. 20% of the world's population accounts for 80% of the world's PC and internet users. [231] Online distribution cannot increase beyond that of the world's Internet connectivity. While connectivity is ubiquitous in the United States, Europe, and Japan, it lags far behind in the world's most populous regions. [232] Nevertheless, these regions buy significant quantities of music. In 2003, the developing regions of the world purchased 27.7% of the world's music, accounting for a total of 720 million albums &ndash; nearly equivalent to the US domestic market alone. [233] Of this total, more than half the sales were on the now seemingly antiquated cassette tape, further indicating the likely lag in time before Internet download distribution becomes the worldwide norm. [234] Globally, the pre-digital cassette sales still account for 18% of the world's music sales. [235] Digital download sales account for only 5% of the global market, the vast majority of which are mobile ring tones rather than complete songs. [236]

International trade in music is important to the United States
International trade in music is important to the United States because of its impact on the US economy. The United States reaps significant revenue from its export of intellectual property throughout the world. In 2003 the trade balance on intellectual property provided the United States with a surplus of $28.2 billion on total receipts of $48.3 billion. [237] This surplus represents an increase of approximately 5% over 2002 figures. These numbers are not surprising. Since 1982, receipts on US intellectual property have increased nearly every year. [238]

According to a study commissioned by NBC Universal, the United States intellectual property industries, including the entertainment, software development, pharmaceuticals, and other related industries, contribute nearly 40% of the growth achieved by all U.S. private industry, are responsible for 20% of the total U.S. private industry's contribution to the U.S. Gross Domestic Product, and are the largest positive contributors to the U.S. balance of trade by totaling $33 billion in net export revenues for 2003. [239] Of the $33 billion in export net revenue generated by the core copyright industries, approximately $11 billion is accounted for by the music and film industries in annual export net revenue for the United States. This net value of the entertainment industry to the US economy has grown consistently over at least the last six years. [240]

Further, the core copyright industries of film and music consistently employ approximately 400,000 workers. [241] The popularity of employment in the film and music industries continues to increase while the number of workers in other sectors is in decline. [242] Since US music and other copyright industries are accruing positive trade revenue, it is important that the US focuses on the needs of these industries in order to improve their revenue streams and continue to bring a benefit to the US economy.

International trade in music is also important to the US because of our support for developing nations. In 2000, President Bill Clinton, along with heads-of-state of more than 100 other countries signed the United Nations Millennium Declaration, creating the Millennium Development Goals. [243] The goals have an overall objective of supporting human rights through reduction in warfare, care for the environment, and eradicating poverty and disease. [244] A primary thrust of the goals centers on the needs of developing countries. [245]

Many developing nations are poor in economics but rich in culture and tradition. [246] One way to increase the wealth of developing nations is to allow them to exploit their culture and tradition for financial gain. [247] Nowhere is this easier than in the music industry where digital files can be sent to foreign countries via the internet for pressing at CD pressing plants. Many developing countries have large Diaspora populations in the US, and these populations purchase significant quantities of music from artists in their homelands. [248] Diaspora populations also help spread the popularity of artists in their new countries. [249] Allowing author-flexible digital rights management on CDs in this country would allow authors in developing countries to either limit “free” distribution of their music in the United States or would give them the opportunity for compensation for their work. Compensation at this level can have a significant effect on music industries in developing nations. [250]

Further, since music piracy is rampant in many developing nations [251] other nations would most likely adopt similar SCMS laws once the format is in place and discs are encoded with SCMS codes. This adoption of similar SCMS laws would greatly benefit developing countries because their music industries often suffer significantly due to piracy. [252] Controlling piracy of their own material in their own countries would naturally boost their economies. Once developing countries work to curb piracy domestically, US copyright holders who export into those markets would benefit.

3. Lack of effective digital rights management in the audio industry has an effect on other intellectual property industries

In addition to the audio industry, other industries are also suffering due to technology's advancements and the slow Congressional response. The film and video industries are waiting the settling of the audio industry instability before they release their wealth of content in ways that are more flexible for consumers. [253] The success of iTunes has some television studios releasing syndications of their previous shows for sale on the iTunes Store. [254] The film industry, however, is pushing for more effective control of peer-2-peer file sharing on the internet while it sits on its vaults full of unquestionably lucrative digital content. [255] Even the CEO of TiVo, the ubiquitous set-top box that allows users to record movies and TV shows for later viewing, states that management of copyright (i.e. digital
rights management) is the concern for the film industry as the era of prevalent movie downloading draws nigh. [256] While the DVD-Video format has inherent digital rights management in the form of the Content Scrambling System (CSS), an encryption system, [257] the video industry watches intently as the music industry resolves the kinks of digital rights management issues. [258]

Other creative industries have their own digital rights histories, distinct and separate from audio and video. The publishing industry has its own digital rights management legal issues for its schemes developed primarily for online distribution. [259] Due to the analog nature of printed media such as books and the cost of duplication, the threat of piracy of the tangible media is much lower. Print media and the audio industry merge on the issue with respect to audio books, or what are archaically still known as “books on tape.”

The computer software industry also uses digital rights management for its products but in different circumstances. Software is generally sold under a license which limits its available uses under contract with the purchaser. [260] Software engineers can plausibly write a license that conforms specifically to the digital rights management scheme they utilize, or vice versa. Music, film, books and other creative products are generally sold outright under the “first sale” doctrine, providing the consumer with the right to use the product in any matter that conforms to copyright and other areas of the law. [261] Further, consumers have the right under the first sale doctrine, and in combination with the Copyright Act of 1976, to use the purchased copyrighted material under the terms of “fair use,” allowing the consumer the legal exceptions to the copyright act in some situations. [262] Since fair use is a broad concept that has yet to yield specific rules, it is difficult or even impossible for copyright holders to implement digital rights management that preserves the right to copy for the copyright holder while also providing for the myriad exceptions to that right that are granted to the consumer under fair use.

Even though software and other creative products yield differing digital rights management issues, the ramifications of the recording industry's attempts to use digital rights management will assuredly have an effect on these industries as well. Software engineers are watching the developments of the Sony BMG XCP software debacle and other attempts at digital rights management in the recording industry as they further develop their own schemes. Decisions of Congress or the courts that either reinforce fair use at the consequence of copyright holders' rights or those that boost the rights of the copyright holder despite fair use with respect to media in the recording industry are bound to be used as precedent for the same questions in other industries.

IV.Fixing the Problem

1. Who should bear the responsibility?

The lack of digital rights management should not fall solely in the hands of the rights' holders. While indeed the CD was pushed onto the market by copyright holders (in the form of record companies) and while they made significant profits from re-purchases of existing libraries during the CD's market infiltration, it would be preposterous to assert that the early developers of the compact disc should be faulted for lack of anticipation in a rapidly changing world of technology and advancement where twenty years later some form of digital rights management would be necessary. The developers of the compact disc should also not be faulted for its abundant success and thus the adoption of the CD as a data archive format in the computer industry, requiring low-cost CD burner development that would allow for compact disc duplication and the type of data fluidity that would eventually be the bane of copyright holders. The developers in 1982 should also not be faulted for failing to anticipate the future development and various uses of the emerging personal computer. [263]

It would be equally preposterous to leave the solution to digital rights management entirely within the hands of copyright holders. Not only is it nearly impossible to cure the widespread downloading and dissemination of music through civil remedies, but the policies of this country have pushed for the type of open internet and technological advancement that yield the type of abuse at issue. Remedies for the intractable shortcoming of the CD to secure rights to the copyright holders who release music on it must come from a source beyond that of its developers or those who are virtually forced by market demand to release music on it.

It is the role of the government to ensure that the rights of its citizens are upheld. [264] In terms of copyright
law this responsibility falls on the Congress. [265] Congress should learn from its passage of the AHRA what was successful and where the statute may have failed. The failure of the AHRA to produce a legally sound form of digital audio tape could be attributed to Congress's passing the bill once the market for DAT had already collapsed. It would be prudent for Congress to provide a remedy for the loss of copyright holders' rights of music on CDs before it is too late – a time that, if not already passed, is rapidly approaching.

2. How can Congress maintain the digital rights of copyright holders?

Congress should consider fixing the problem created by the Court in its Diamond Rio ruling by updating the AHRA to include computers and computer peripherals as “home recording” devices. [266] Statistics show that a substantial number of internet users download files illegally. [267] By updating the AHRA to require that computer-based CD and DVD drives support SCMS, Congress can provide much needed increased security in the United States for copyright holders' rights. Congress could also make CD drives for computers subject to the “tax” provided for by the AHRA. Since most CD drives are now CD/DVD drives, some of the revenue may appropriately need to be shared with the similarly concerned video industry.

By updating the AHRA to require SCMS compliant computer hardware, Congress would also bring that hardware under the copyright protection of the DMCA. It is a violation of DMCA copyright law to circumvent technological protection measures such as SCMS.

Currently, with any red book compliant compact disc that will play on any red book compliant CD player there is nothing to prevent the end user from importing the CD into the computer. Further, only civil damages are available if a user disseminates the material to others outside the bounds of fair use. [268] If a CD contains SCMS, however, and computer-based CD drives are SCMS compliant, then the casual computer user will be prevented by software from importing the CD into the computer unless the copyright holder authorizes it. The user will further be deterred from defeating that software by the DMCA's regulation of circumvention of technological protection measures such as encryption. The DMCA will also deter the user from acquiring software to defeat the SCMS protection. Finally, the user will be deterred by lack of need. SCMS would allow the user to listen to the software using his computer CD drive, to import the music into the computer's hard drive, and to put the music on a portable, personal listening device. Since SCMS is not statutorily codified to the methodology used with DAT tapes, a SCMS approach for the compact disc could utilize more bits and regulate use to more than a single computer and portable listening devices that are “registered” to the user's authorized computer or computers. [269] This use of the subcode bits to create a digital rights management scheme would not violate the red book format in that all red book compatible CD players could read the data and play the music. Devices including computers that record the information would be restricted from copying the data. A combination of an updated AHRA and DMCA in this manner would provide significantly more protection and rights management than is currently available, unless further drastic measures are taken or record companies release more non-red book compliant CDs. This combination also plausibly does not interfere with the rights of the consumer. Congress should also consider updating copyright law to expand criminal penalties for copyright violations. Currently it is a crime under the DMCA to circumvent technological protection mechanisms used to control access or copying, but only when the use is done “willfully and for purposes of commercial advantage or private financial gain.” [270] A significant part of the marketplace for downloads of copyrighted material is freeware, or that which provides no financial gain and is merely done as a gift to a shared internet community. The DMCA does not address this trend and merely targets exploiters of fiduciary benefits. Updating the AHRA to add SCMS to computer related peripherals should be accompanied by making circumvention of SCMS subject to criminal penalties. These two updates would serve as a way of demarcating the difference between freely sharing copyrighted material and consciously providing software or tools that allow another person to break the law. It would be too easy to write software that would alter the SCMS data in red book compliant files imported into a computer from a CD to allow the benevolent software hackers who intentionally help others skirt copyright law to avoid criminal liability for their crimes. Expanding copyright criminal law would show an acknowledgment by Congress that a robust intellectual property industry is a significant public policy interest of the United States.

Some may allege that simply requiring CDs and CD playback devices to conform to SCMS would be easily defeated and therefore ineffective. First, simply requiring SCMS does not necessarily require the form of SCMS used in DAT machines. Assuredly, this type of copy protection would be easily defeated. [271] A SCMS format for
CDs could involve bit settings that instruct the computer upon importing the disc to encrypt the files on the computer as a local server, thereby keeping the files on the CD compliant with the red book but instructing the computer to protect the data with local encryption software required for compliance by the statute in such a case as the CD is copied to the computer hard disk.

Even if the measures are surmountable and small-time software engineers write code that circumvents the copy protection measure in violation of the law, these measures are not ineffective. As indicated by the iTunes Music Store phenomena and the fact that engineers have hacked its digital rights management system and provided the results free of charge, [272] the mere fact that the technological protection has been defeated does not inherently mean that the users will take advantage of the circumvention method. As alleged on the DRM Watch website, the lesson to be learned from Apple is that if the digital rights management technological protection measures are fair, users will be less inclined to take advantage of readily available circumvention technologies. [273]

V. CONCLUSION

In the last 100 years the United States has gone from a situation wherein the right to prevent the copying of music was legally allowed but technically preserved to a situation wherein that right is legally preserved but technically allowed. At multiple points along the way, copyright holders have attempted to interrupt this transition. For a short time, SCMS made it nearly impossible to copy music. By 2006, the vast majority of music performance copies is both technically impossible to stop and legally impossible to enforce. Until the market shifts entirely to a technologically protected format it is clear that the exclusive right of the copyright holder to copy music is constructively nonexistent. It is within Congress' purview and ability to curb the trend and the time is now for Congress to act for the interest of the intellectual property industry.
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CHAPTER 1 --REGISTRATION OF COPYRIGHTS

§ 1. Exclusive rights as to copyrighted works

Any person entitled thereto, upon complying with the provisions of this title, shall have the exclusive right:

(a) To print, reprint, publish, copy, and vend the copyrighted work;

(b) To translate the copyrighted work into other languages or dialects, or make any other version thereof, if it be a literary work ...
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(e) To perform the copyrighted work publicly for profit if it be a musical composition; and for the purpose of public performance for profit, and for the purposes set forth in subsection (a) hereof, to make any arrangement or setting of it or of the melody of it in any system of notation or any form of record in which the thought of an author may be recorded and from which it may be read or reproduced: Provided, That the provisions of this title, so far as they secure copyright controlling the parts of instruments serving to reproduce mechanically the musical work, shall include only compositions published and copyrighted after July 1, 1909, and shall not include the works of a foreign author or composer unless the foreign state or nation of which such author or composer is a citizen or subject grants, either by treaty, convention, agreement, or law, to citizens of the United States similar rights ...

(f) To reproduce and distribute to the public by sale or other transfer of ownership, or by rental, lease, or lending, reproductions of the copyrighted work if it be a sound recording: Provided, That the exclusive right of the owner of a copyright in a sound recording to reproduce it is limited to the right to duplicate the sound recording in a tangible form that directly or indirectly recaptures the actual sounds fixed in the recording: Provided further, That this right does not extend to the making or duplication of another sound recording that is an independent fixation of other sounds, even though such sounds imitate or simulate those in the copyrighted sound recording; or to reproductions made by transmitting organizations exclusively for their own use.
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[267]. Pew Internet & American Life Project, Pew Internet & Music and Video Downloading, http://www.pewinternet.org/PPF/r/153/report_display.asp (Mar. 23, 2005) (reporting the results of a study that indicated that 27% of Americans download music and video content, and half of these have done it outside of either peer-2-peer or legal, paid download sites).


[269]. Since the R, S, T, U, V, and W subcodes are not in use in compact discs, a SCMS approach could use a six-bit code instead of the two-bit code used on DAT. Utilizing all six bits could provide as many as sixty-four levels of protection, including possibly allowing individual control to the copyright holder regarding how many portable devices the material could be shared with, whether or not the material could be shared with a secondary computer, and whether or not the file could be burned onto another disc. Compliant computers would contain software that regulated the use of said files. Files could even be locally encrypted and watermarked once inside the computer with a scheme much like Apple's Fairplay, treating individual computers as the decrypting servers regulated by the SCMS code on the CD because the CD itself would still be red book compliant.


[271]. The SCMS protocol on DAT tapes involved merely setting two bits in the subcode of the file. This specification for the DAT format was publicly documented in industry literature and even in open debate in the United States Congress. It would be remarkably easy to create a program that would circumvent this technological protection by changing the status of the subcode bits in the file.
